not make any attempt to optimize the speed. Excluding probing, Trans. Comput., vol. C-21, pp. 161-170, Feb. 1972 . we believe that in a production environment the entire operation [10] When a TV camera is added to our system, it will become using a hand-eye system," Hitachi Rev., vol. 22, Sept. 1973. possible to scan a part in the orienting box and provide silhouette [14] J. R. Birk, "A computer-controlled rotating-belt hand for object orientation," IEEE Trans. Syst., Man, Cybern., pp. image data to the computer program. Each probe would then 186-191, Mar. 1974 resulting image until eventually all the possible orientations were Markov chain can be obtained directly from its transition graph. The physically enumerated. A program could then compute set technique is similar to signal flow-graph methods, however, it uses trees intersections of various combinations of the silhouette images to of the graph rather than loops. The proof is direct and simple. obtain effective probe points.
It is hoped that ultimately a sufficiently sophisticated data Let P = [pij] be a transition probability matrix of a regular representation of complex part shapes can be developed so that (see [2] ) Markov chain and let P = (,ul, -* ,,,) be its stationary it will be possible to automate the choice of probe points com-distribution. The transition graph g = (V,A) of this chain is a pletely, without any need for physically enumerating the stable directed graph (digraph, see [1] ), whose set of vertices V cororientations. When such a representation becomes available, it responds to the set of states and whose set of arcs A c V x V might also be used as a basis for automatically generating the is defined by the relation programs which reorient the part into the desired position.
(i (2) for larger n the computational requirements may soon become E C i a fa tion probability matrix and transition graph shown in Fig. 1 . excessive. However, for transition graphs with predominantly The confluences, together with the corresponding products p(f), tree-like structure, the formula offers a definite advantage over and the computation of the stationary distribution are shown in conventional methods of solving the system p = pP. 
